Comprehensive
Solution to Tracking and
Managing Outbreaks
Powered by Neogen’s Sanitation Monitoring System

AccuPoint® Advanced
Next Generation
When it comes to cleaning verification, you depend on reliable,
robust instruments to get the job done. The new AccuPoint Advanced
NG instrument is ergonomically designed with a new user-friendly
touchscreen feature that works even while wearing gloves. In addition, the
instrument's equipped with rubberized edges offering stronger durability
and minimizing the chance of wear and tear over time.
Transferring data and site plans has never been easier. The AccuPoint
Advanced NG instrument allows quick, easy upload of data information
with a range of connectivity options to suit you — including wifi capability — eliminating the need for
a cord. Should you have any questions, our Technical Services team is ready to assist. With many
years of experience, we're eager to help you every step of the way, from answering onboarding
questions to providing training certificates for auditors.
The AccuPoint Advanced NG instrument has received AOAC PTM approval, an external verification from top industry
experts who have stringently reviewed that our system produces consistent and reliable data for evaluating sanitation
program effectiveness.

Robust
Delivers fast, accurate pass,
marginal, or fail results

Handheld
Easy to use and
comfortable to maneuver

Rugged
Increased durability with rubber
edges for onsite protection

TEST
Our Bac-Track ATP reader is the most advanced ATP System on
the market today. It provides sanitation verification for immediate,
quantifiable measurements of environment and high-touch surface
cleanliness.

TREAT
We provide the latest products and solutions designed specifically for
facility managers. This includes the EMist EPIX360 electrostatic sprayers
- the most effective handheld, cordless electrostatic disinfectant
sprayers in the world. More coverage. Less waste. Better results.
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TRACK
Our proprietary software, Bac-Track, monitors contamination levels in an
easy-to-read dashboard dedicated to your facility. It also allows you to
monitor by department or equipment category to pinpoint your problem
areas. Our software includes infection control reporting to meet new
CMS § Reg 483.80 – F880 guidelines and CDC reporting requirements.
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TRAIN

We offer onsite and online support and training that will assist in your
fight against germs. Our software features “Ask Eddy,” a virtual intuitive
assistant.

BAC-TRACK: CONNECTS ALL FACILITIES
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Facility 1
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Central Office
Facility 2

Facility 3

Local Tracking
•Contamination
•Reporting
•Testing
•Tracking
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